Simplify
Expenses

Simplify your business spend with expensemanager, automating every step of the expense
claim process so your people can concentrate on their core roles, not shuffling paper.
Zero paper, simple processes, all online and with mobile tools.

Whether it’s cards, cash, reimbursements,
mileage and travel. However your company
spends money submitting expenses takes
minutes, not days, with no confusion for your
people about what can be claimed.
Finally visibility of all spend with powerful
reporting to make better business decisions
based on real-time accurate spend data.
Designed, developed and supported in Australia,
you can count on us to be with you each step of
the journey.
No time difference, no time lag on getting help,
we’re just a phone call or email away.
With our implementation service finance teams
are fully supported with deployment that is
quick and easy. From the green light to go live,
we do all the work.

No more paper receipts
Snap a picture and let our OCR technology
auto-scan the details to create a new
expense or auto-matching to the right credit
card transaction.

Mobile Tools
APPROVE?

Staff can create claims on the go in minutes
and submit. Managers can review and query
or approve quickly and easily.

Smart Expenses
From auto-coding, smart matching, policy
prompts and highly configurable approval
workflows expensemanager keeps the
whole expense process flowing.

Trusted by finance
No more chasing overdue claims and
checking for errors or manual data entry.
Finance teams have full visibility, review and
return rights and with a full history on
critical expense data they are supported at
audit time.

Let your software work together. expensemanager is an authorised Sage Intact partner
delivering expense workflow automation that connects seamlessly into Sage Intacct.
With the power of cloud connectivity, no more manually entering information
or clunky exporting.
Our one click API integration to Sage’s cloud ERP software let’s your data flow through to
the right places you need it to be in Sage Intacct.

FAQs
Can I view the receipts and invoices from within Sage?
We provide a hyperlink back to the transaction in expensemanager so the user just needs to click on
them to view the full transaction details including the receipt or invoice, transaction details, audit
history and linked purchase orders.
Do you take bank feeds for all of the banks?
expensemanager brings in daily feeds for corporate cards, an easy upload feature for any Bank business
card and staff can even bring in their expenses from their own personal card for reimbursement.
How much effort is involved from my side for the implementation?
With our complete implementation service all that is required from your end is to provide us with an
excel file with your company structure, general ledger codes, user and workflow options. We then do
all the work, and hand back to you for testing.
Where is my data stored?
All expensemanager data is stored securely on Amazon Web Services in Australia.
Is training included?
Yes, as part of our implementation service we include comprehensive training for all Finance teams
along with personalised end user training.
Can you configure workflows for different company needs?
expensemanager has been designed for businesses that need highly configurable approval and company
policy workflows. These can be designed around your delegation of authority.
I’d like to hear more
Contact us so we can discuss your company’s individual needs, answer any questions you may have and
arrange a time for a demo.
T: +61 2 9672 6880
E: sales@expense-manager.com
expense-manager.com

